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A[i] = A[i] * 2
Loop construct from 0-25 Loop construct from 25-50
A[i] = A[i] * 2
Task 1 Task 2
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S1, S2 - Slaves
S - Send
R - Receive
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Without DLBL library. With all techniques
With DLBL library. With all techniques
Parallel Application
With DLBL library. With all techniques
With DLBL library. Only with SC
Without DLBL library.
With DLBL library. Only with SC
Parallel Application 
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dlbl_reg_handlers(...)  (To register the handlers 
                                     with the runtime system)
dlbl_register(...)  (To register the functionalities 
                            of the handlers with the library)
dlbl_setup(...)   (To perform initial setups with the
                          library)
dlbl_schedule(...)   (To perform scheduling of the
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          mol_poll();
     while (!flag)









void requestHandler(int src, void *data, int size, void *arg) {
int flag;
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/*receiver*/
}
     MPI_Send(...);





     MPI_Recv(...);
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Transfer time vs Message size














































Transfer time vs Message size














































Startup time vs Message size
MPI−Within node
PREMA within node
PREMA − Inter node
PREMA − Inter node
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MPI cost vs PREMA cost − FSC
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MPI cost vs PREMA cost − GSS
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MPI cost vs PREMA cost − FACT
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% cost variation vs No.of procs − FSC
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% cost variation vs No.of procs − GSS
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% cost variation vs No.of procs − FACT
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MPI cost vs PREMA cost − FSC
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MPI cost vs PREMA cost − GSS
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MPI cost vs PREMA cost − FACT
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% cost variation vs No.of procs − FSC
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% cost variation vs No.of procs − GSS
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% cost variation vs No.of procs − FACT
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